Feasibility of real-time 3-dimensional treadmill stress echocardiography.
Rapid acquisition of echocardiographic images is critical for the predictive accuracy of stress echocardiography. Real-time 3-dimensional echocardiography (RT3D) allows review of several standard 2-dimensional images from a single volumetric data set. To assess the feasibility of RT3D for treadmill stress echocardiography, we performed treadmill stress RT3D on 20 volunteers (10 men and 10 women; mean age 32 +/- 6 years) with a device that uses a matrix phased-array transducer in a 60-degree pyramidal volume. Images are displayed as 2 steerable, intersecting B-scan sectors with adjustable C-scan planes parallel to the transducer face. At pre-exercise and immediate postexercise assessment, the volumetric data were obtained from apical and parasternal windows, respectively. Left ventricular segments were divided into 16 standard segments according to criteria defined by the American Society of Echocardiography. The use of both volume sets resulted in visualization of 98% of the segments at peak exercise. Even with only an apical volume set, 89% of the segments were adequately visualized. Image optimization and acquisition time at peak exercise was 35 +/- 18 seconds from the apical window and 50 +/- 28 seconds from the parasternal window. This preliminary study indicates that RT3D treadmill stress echocardiography is feasible and may be an important application of this new 3-dimensional device.